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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION 

STOP! Before you assemble your Easideck make sure you have a flat surface, ideally gravel. If it is to be 
placed on the lawn, we recommend cutting the grass as short as possible before assembling your new 

kit over it. 

Please be aware that Easideck comes in several packages weighting up to 50 lbs each.  They are 

different sizes in length, width and height.   These packages can be hazardous to carry to the assembly 

area.  Please be careful while moving these packages to prevent bodily injury due improper lifting. 
Only lift weight within your personal ability.  Also use your knees and turn using your feet.  Any other 

method is prone to injury. If you are unsure, please get assistance from people who are properly 
trained in lifting heavy and bulky items.

Once your new deck kit is installed you now have a surface area that is between 2 ¼ and 3 inches 

higher then the surfaces around your new deck.   Please be mindful that a new trip hazard is now 

present.  When you are approaching your new deck, you will be required to elevate your feet to the 
new height.   Failure to do so may cause you to trip, stumble, or fall.  It is strongly recommended to 

add caution tape to face of the new deck to make everyone aware of this new, potential hazard.

Easideck Products are made of the finest Lodge pole wood pine available.  Our product is 

manufactured upside down at the factory and provides, what we refer to as, a barefoot deck surface. 
This means that the surface has no exposed fasteners.   However, there can still be imperfections such 

as knots and splinters.   Please take caution when you walk on your Easideck and be mindful that you 
can still encounter injury with bare feet, hands and other parts of the body that may come in contact

with the deck surface.   We recommend footwear to be worn.

Thank you for purchasing Easideck! Remember you can always add to your kit and continue to expand 
your deck to suit your needs and desires. 

Visit us on the Web for inspiration and more at: www.easideck.com

Patio: Single Deck Kit Instructions 

The Single Extension comes 
assembled ready to install with 
other Easideck Patio Deck Kits.  The 
Deck Tile can be lifted out of the 
Foundation Frame to allow the 
Single Deck Extension Kit to attach 
to other Easideck Patio Kits to 
create large backyard deck such as 
the Super 14. 

Thank you for purchasing Easideck! 
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